
Cybersecurity

Protect your company from the 
oncoming storm of cyber threats. 
The best coverage is knowing the 
effectiveness of your security 
infrastructure controls and at-risk 
areas.

Leading the way to a 
cyber secure world.



Cybersecurity events 
are not a matter of 
if, but when. You 
can’t prevent an 
attack, but you can 
manage the impact.

We help leadership teams 
successfully communicate the 
acceptable level of risk to 
their employees.

Our Cybersecurity Solutions
We know success is more than just providing a cybersecurity strategy, it’s about 
the execution. Our cybersecurity specialists can develop the monitoring and 
alerting capabilities and help you maintain them, improving your detection and 
response capabilities. We can also provide a virtual chief information security 
officer (CISO) who brings the experience of our entire team.

Risk Assessments
Is your company exposed? Our risk 
assessments identify your 
cybersecurity weaknesses so you can 
build a robust program to mitigate 
your risks. We educate your business 
leadership, gaining organizational 
buy-in to appropriately resource and 
operationalize security programs.

Vulnerability Assessments
We’ve helped hundreds of 
organizations lower their risk of a 
security breach. Our simulations and 
analytics test your controls and 
identifies vulnerabilities within your 
network. We work with you to 
eliminate those weaknesses or 
reduce them to an acceptable level 
of risk.

Penetration Testing (Pen Testing)
We test your internal and external 
networks, applications, cloud, mobile 
and/or devices from the perspective 
of an actual attacker in a controlled 
and orderly fashion. Using the same 
tactics, techniques and procedures as 
the cyber criminals, we can validate 
how likely you are to be 
compromised.

PCI Compliance
The Payment Card Industry Data 
Security Standard (PCI DSS) dictates 
specific requirements to protect the 
security of cardholder data. We help 
you understand what is applicable 
to your situation and determine the 
optimum methods for your 
company to become compliant.

Digital Forensics and Incident 
Response (DFIR)
When you’ve been attacked, time is 
not on your side. We jump right in 
to determine the extent of the 
attack, disrupt the ongoing threat, 
and monitor for re-entry. 
Afterwards, we back you up with 
full digital forensics and evidence to 
support any legal and insurance 
needs.

As cybercrimes increase across the globe, many organizations are 
operating at a much higher risk tolerance level than they realize. IT 
teams face a dynamic threat landscape, creating new risks to critical 
business assets and data, and impacting daily business operations.

Plan for a rainy day. 
Testing your enterprise security posture will determine 
the health of your organization’s cyber risk 
management program. Discover and prioritize your 
at-risk areas in technical and operational controls, 
configuration, and architecture. Then, you’re able to 
develop a strategic roadmap to improve your overall 
security posture.

Understanding the risk is half the battle. 
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Let’s have a 
conversation!

To learn more about our Cybersecurity 
capabilities, please contact us:

Norman Comstock,
Managing Director
ncomstock@uhy-us.com
713-325-8680

Clint Rogers,
Director
crogers@uhy-us.com
678-602-4316

www.uhyconsulting.com

UHY Consulting is a management consulting firm that 
inspires clients to imagine and realize a company with 
unlimited potential, leaving lasting results that 
strengthen an organization and its people. The firm 
provides a broad range of capabilities, including 
Business and Strategy, Organization and Operations, 
Finance Transformation, Technology Innovation, and 
Cybersecurity. UHY Consulting is an affiliate of UHY 
International, a top 20 global accounting network, and 
UHY LLP, a national Certified Public Accounting firm.

When you meet us, you’ll immediately feel the 
passion and care that we have for each other, our 
clients, and our work. you’ll like to bring this 
to your organization.

UHY Consulting, Inc. (“Consulting”) and its affiliates provide business consulting services and are not 
licensed CPA firms. UHY LLP, a licensed independent CPA firm, performs attest services in an alternative 
practice structure with Consulting and its affiliated entities.

Consulting and UHY LLP are U.S. members of Urbach Hacker Young International Limited, a network of 
legally independent accounting and consulting firms. Services described herein are provided solely by 
Consulting or its affiliates and/or UHY LLP (as the case may be) and not by any other UHY member firm.  
UHY member firms shall not have any liability for services provided by other member firms.
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